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Welcome to Bulletin 86 | January 2018
A new year – a fresh start and a new beginning.
Sounds hammy doesn’t it – but wait...

I’ve recently become a train commuter. A choice which those of you familiar with the time lottery of the M5/M42/
M6 motorway corridor may well understand. The railways are far from problem free but, compared with hugely 
congested rush-hour motorways, they’re a breeze. It might not be quicker by rail – it might not be warmer or more 
comfortable but there’s one precious gift that rail travel will frequently give you – and that’s thinking time.

So, it was in the relative quietness of my new-year commute (schools were out and many commuters were still on 
a seasonal break), that my thoughts moved on to the year ahead; prospects for interest rate movement, property 
values and returns, equity risk worries, potential pension rule changes et al. We try to absorb what we’re told by 
those we believe to be expert but deep down, we know that ‘events’ may so easily change everything!

Now if events, circumstances entirely beyond our control, can make a nonsense out of forecasts, what, if anything, 
lies within our control, that might help us to reshape the year ahead, make a fresh start - even a new beginning? 
And the answer is ‘ourselves’!

Many of us in business are keenly aware that our daily absorption in administrative complexity, within a routine 
that stifles our imagination and inhibits our desire to think freely. We become so obsessed with the necessity to 
manage the ‘here and now’ that the ‘next month’ and the ‘next year’ rarely get a look in. 

In recognition of these almost inescapable facts of business life, and in grateful acknowledgement of a most 
comfortable train journey, here are my ‘fresh start’ thoughts for a bit of New Year reflection – before we immerse 
ourselves once again into the routines and duties of our daily lives:

l It’s never too late to start afresh l Make a plan
l Write down a worst-case scenario l Celebrate every milestone
l Try new things l Be willing to change
l Do something a bit risky l Don’t be afraid to fail
l Get out of that comfort zone! l Don’t get hung up on perfect!
l Talk to strangers! l Reconnect with an old friend
l Start teaching others l Laugh more

How’s that for a bit of free thinking? I think I get off here!
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